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Abstract. Radar systems, based on bistatic radar concept
attracted a substantial attention in the recent years. Passive coherent location systems using “transmitters of opportunity” like radio or TV broadcasters, GSM base stations, satellite communication and GNSS signals proved
their potential in detection and tracking moving targets
over a significant area. In this paper the multistatic location system with non-cooperative transmitters is described
and various aspects of signal processing and signal parameters are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The passive radar systems, used for target detection,
positioning and tracking exploiting on board pulsed emitters in the 0.8 to 18 GHz band, have a long tradition in the
Czech Republic [1], [2]. In recent years, an extended
growth of activities in the area of radar systems, based on
the concept of the bistatic radar is reported from many
research centers and universities. In the bistatic radar,
unlike as in the monostatic radar, the transmitter and the
receiver are separated by a distance, comparable to the
target-to-receiver range [3], [4]. The bistatic radar has
a long tradition; the first applications are reported since the
pre-war (World War II) period [4]. After the War the concept of the monostatic radar prevailed due to easier synchronization, less problems with transmitter/receiver coherence and better exploitation of the transmitted power.
Nevertheless time after time some applications of the bistatic radar concept were reported. The last revival of this
idea was certainly evoked by easily accessible powerful
digital technology and by a dense coverage of the Earth by
a wide variety of electromagnetic sources. The Passive
Coherent Location (PCL) systems [9] are based on exploitation of various transmitters “of opportunity” like FM
radio, analogue or digital TV broadcasting, GSM base
stations, etc. The transmitters cover the monitored area
with signals and the PCL system receiver collects the direct
signals and signals scattered by surrounding objects. Com-

paring the direct and the scattered signals it is possible to
find positions and velocities of these scattering objects. For
implementation of such radar only a simple receiver is
needed and all the burden is transferred to the digital signal
processing. No wonder that a number of reports on experimental works has been published in recent years, [6],
[13]-[17] approving vitality of this idea. Many new signal
and data processing methods have been elaborated and
proved, curing the weak points of the system, mainly the
large signal dynamics and emitters “of opportunity” signals
deficiencies.
Nevertheless, it should be recognized that the concept
of the “transmitters of opportunity” has limits in quality,
reliability and integrity. Also its application in safeguard
systems is disputable. But this concept could easily be
modified adding the own transmitter(s) with needed characteristics. That is why we decline from the commonly
used term PCL in this contribution substituting it by the
title Coherent Multistatic Systems.

2. Principles
2.1 Description of Coherent Multistatic
Systems
A Coherent Multistatic System consists generally of
several transmitters and several receivers located separately
at large distances. The transmitters are supposed to cover
all the monitored area with their transmitted signals. No
synchronization between individual transmitters or transmitters and receivers is required, but exact positions of
both transmitters and receivers are needed. That is noncooperative transmitters are anticipated in our survey. We
assume each receiver receives a direct path signal from the
transmitter and signals scattered by static terrestrial objects
(clutter) and by moving objects like airplane or vehicle
(useful signals). Each pair of a transmitter and a receiver
acts as a bistatic radar. The bistatic geometry is shown in
Fig. 1.
The bistatic radar in this configuration can evaluate
the bistatic range RB = RT + RR from the time difference of
arrival (TDOA) between the scattered and the direct path.
All possible target positions with the identical bistatic
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range RB are situated along the ellipse with foci in the receiver and transmitter positions. Moreover as we assume
the coherent operation of the radar, a Doppler frequency
shift fD could also be assessed. In our case of bistatic radar,
the Doppler shift corresponds to the arithmetic sum of the
velocity components vT and vR (bistatic velocity) along the
RT and RR radii. While the range resolution ΔR depends
mainly on the effective signal bandwidth B, the resolution
in the Doppler frequency Δf is roughly equal to the reciprocal of integration time Ti:

ΔR = c /( 2 B ) , Δf = 1 / Ti .

(1)

If only the bistatic range and the Doppler frequency
shift are evaluated from signal processing of one transmitter – receiver pair, minimally two transmitters or two receivers are needed to find the target horizontal position at
intersection of the ellipses. But in the frequent case when
many targets are present it leads to severe problems with
elimination of many false targets. Each target generates one
ellipse for one transmitter – receiver (T/R) pair. If N of T/R
pairs are used and M targets are present then we have N.(N1)M2 intersections, from which only M correspond to positions of real targets. For instance in a very modest case of
N = 3, M = 5, we will have 145 false target positions and
only 5 positions corresponding to the real targets. As we
may see it would be very plausible to determine the target
position directly from one T/R pair measurement to decrease processing complexity in the target association
phase. Fortunately one of the first steps in the signal processing is forming a deep null in the direction of the transmitter to suppress the direct signal. Such an antenna array
also makes possible a measurement of direction of signal
arrival (DOA) (or the bistatic angle ΘR). Therefore, in this
contribution, receivers with some bearing measurement
capability are assumed.

PR = PT GT GR

f T2 (Φ, Θ) f R2 (Φ, Θ)λ2σ B .
(4π )3 RT2 RR2 LTR

(2)

where PT, PR are the transmitted and received powers, GT,
GR are the transmitter and receiver antennas gains, fT, fR are
the transmitter and receiver voltage antennas characteristics, λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, σB is the
target effective bistatic cross-section, LTR is the loss on the
transmitter - receiver path.
Two simplifications in (2) could be readily done – the
first: the transmitter antennas are usually omnidirectional,
so that the antenna characteristics fT could be let out of the
equation (2) and the second: the product PTGT could be
substituted by the Effective Radiated Power ERP.
There are several competitive signals reducing the
maximum range and complicating the signal processing.
They are: the direct signal, correlated reflections of terrain
objects (clutter), non-correlated signals transmitted by
other sources at the same frequency (electromagnetic
noise) and the thermal noise. Now we will demonstrate the
signal dynamics on a particular example. Let us assume the
following parameters: ERP = 10 kW, GR= 3 dB, RR=50 km,
RT = 80 km, TS = 600 K (effective noise temperature),
B = 100 kHz (signal bandwidth), LB = 100 km, σB = 10 m2,
σC = 10 000 m2 – 100 000 m2 (clutter), λ = 3 m, fR = 1,
LTR = 1. The results are shown in Tab. 1.
Signal

Power at the receiver

Relative level

Thermal noise

-121,0 dBm

+8,8 dB

Direct signal

-37,7 dBm

+92,1 dB

Electromag.
noise

-90,0 dBm (see [9])

+39,8 dB

Clutter

- 99,8 dBm

+30 – 40 dB

Received signal

-129,8 dBm

0,0 dB

Tab. 1.

Fig. 1. Bistatic radar geometry: LB is the length of the bistatic
radar base, RT, RR are the transmitter - object and object receiver ranges, ΘR is the DOA angle of the received
signal, scattered by the object.

2.2 The Bistatic Radar Equation
The radar equation for the monostatic radar is a resource of many useful relations such as the Range equation
[3]. In the case of bistatic radars the radar equation is relatively simply to derive [4] but its application is much more
complicated. The bistatic radar equation holds:

We may see that the level of the received direct signal
is approximately by 90 dB higher than that of the useful
received signal, scattered by a moving object. The reasonable quality of the moving target detection requires the
level of unwanted signal to be about 15 dB under the desired signal level. Direct signal should then be suppressed
by about 100 – 110 dB. The final Doppler signal processing will of course restrain all the signal components with
zero Doppler shifts including the direct signal, but the
amount of this suppression is limited by finite frequency
sidelobe level of the ambiguity function of the transmitter
signal used. So there is a strong demand to cancel the direct signal in the preceding processing steps as much as
possible. Usually this is suggested to be done by means of
the following procedures:
• adaptive antenna nulling in the direction of the receiver,
• the direct signal subtraction from the complete received signal (in this case the direct signal is received
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• adaptive filtering of the received signal.
The direct signal cancellation using the receiver antenna leads to limitation of the area of surveillance in the
direction of the transmitter. It could be overcome using
more than two non-in-line transmitters (or receivers).
The non-correlated electromagnetic noise and thermal
noise could be treated in a common way. This aggregate
noise level is about 40 dB over the level of the useful signal. To achieve reasonable false alarm rate we need signal
to noise ratio (min.) of about 13 dB. This calls for S/N
enhancement of about 50 dB. It could be performed by
integration, provided the integration time will be at least
Ti = 1 s. The integration time is limited by the tracked object acceleration. The realistic estimation of the maximum
integration time is (see [9]):

Ti max ≤

λ
a

(3)

where a is the object acceleration along the bistatic path
(RT + RR). Usually a < 1 ms-1 and λ ∼ 1 m, then the integration time of about 1 s is available.
The clutter generated by fix scatterers was modeled in
our example by a single scatterer of high bistatic RCS.
Relatively little was published on the bistatic clutter magnitude and its statistics. It is supposed the average scattered
power could be expressed by the resolution cell area, the
two bistatic angles and some quantitative parameters of the
illuminated surface as in the case of monostatic radars. It is
clear that, if the resolution cell area decreases, the average
scattered power will also decrease and the probability of a
high RCS scatterer occurrence in the resolution cell will
fall down. As we can see the clutter should be suppressed
by about 50- 60 dB in our example. This could be performed mainly by the Doppler processing. Unfortunately
its effectiveness is limited by the frequency domain
sidelobe level of the ambiguity function of the used signal
as was claimed above.

monostatic RCS and a high bistatic specular RCS at specific bistatic angles (especially for targets designed for low
monostatic RCS over a range of aspect angles) and shadowing that sometimes occur in a monostatic geometry is
not present in a bistatic geometry.
A limiting case of the bistatic geometry occurs when
the target is on the transmitter-receiver baseline. A substantial enhancement in scattering can be created, even for
stealth targets, due to the forward scatter phenomenon.
This is thanks to Babinet’s principle. In this case, a perfectly absorbing target will generate the same forward
scatter as a target shaped hole in a perfectly conducting
screen. The forward scatter RCS σF is approximately

σ f = 4πA 2 / λ

(4)

where A is the target projected area and λ is the wavelength.
The above results can be demonstrated by Fig. 2. That
gives an idea about the variations of D = 10 log σ/kal2 for
the perfectly conducting infinitely long cylinder with radius of a = 0.5 m, where σ is the bistatic RCS per unit
length calculated by separation of variables, kal2 is the
monostatic RCS of the perfectly conducting cylinder with
the length of l, k = 2π/λ, E or H indicates that incident
electric or magnetic field is parallel to the cylinder axis and
the number indicates the bistatic angle (e.g. RCS E 90
indicates that incident electric field is parallel to the cylinder axis and bistatic angle is 90 degrees).
RCS E 0

RCS H 0

RCS E 90

RCS H 90

RCS E 170

RCS H 170

RCS E 180

RCS H 180

Eq. (1)

20
15
10
5
D [dB]

by another directional antenna and cleaned of the
scattered signals by an equalization algorithm),

0
-5

2.3 Bistatic Radar Cross Section (RCS)
The bistatic equivalence theorem [3], [4] states that
the bistatic RCS of a sufficiently smooth, perfectly conducting target is equal to the monostatic RCS at the bisector of the bistatic angle. Sufficiently smooth targets are
typically spheres, elliptic cylinders, cones, and ogives. The
differences could be expected, and therefore the results
should be used with care. They are created by various reasons such as changes in relative phase between discrete
scattering centers, changes in radiation from discrete scattering centers and changes of centers - new centers appear
or previous centers disappear. Usually, a bistatic RCS is
lower than the monostatic RCS for complex targets. However, some target aspect angles can generate a low

-10
-15
f [MHz]

-20
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Fig. 2. Variations of D = 10 log σ/kal for the perfectly
conducting cylinder with radius of a = 0.5 m (RCS E 90
indicates that incident electric field is parallel to the
cylinder axis and bistatic angle is 90 degrees etc.).
2

It can be clearly seen that the bistatic RCS for bistatic
angle of 90 degrees (i.e. RCS E 90 and RCS H 90) are
slightly lower than the monostatic RCS (i.e. RCS E 0 and
RCS H 0). The forward scattering (i.e. RCS E 180 and
RCS H 180) is much bigger than the monostatic RCS. For
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lower frequencies, the bistatic RCS for bistatic angles near
by 180 degrees (such as RCS E 170 and RCS H 170) is
bigger. That is due to the fact that the null-to-null beam
width of the scattering is approximately

θ 0 ≈ 57λ / d [deg]

(5)

where d is the target linear dimension. That means that the
forward scattering is bigger for higher frequencies according to (1) but the null-to-null beam width is very narrow.
Moreover, if the radar wavelength is roughly twice the size
of the target, a half-wave resonance effect can still generate
a significant return. Generally, radar absorbing materials,
which use materials such as graphite-ferrite microspheres,
could be less efficient for lower frequencies.
Papers [5] and [8] present the results of bistatic RCS
calculations and measurements for some real objects like
aircrafts in the 160, 390, 850 and 3000 MHz frequency
bands. The experimental data demonstrated that the RCS at
forward scattering is bigger then the monostatic case by
30-40 dB depending on frequency band.
Fig. 3 shows forward scatter RCS σF according to (1)
and θ0 according to (2) for A = 20 m2 and d = 20 m. That
could be considered as typical values for aircrafts. The
RCS σF calculation (F-117A [8]) and measurements (Mi-2
helicopter [8], TU 134 and Orion [5]) are shown for comparison. It can be concluded that frequencies around
VHF/UHF could be optimum for forward scatter [4].
Eq. (1)
Orion (MEAS)
F-117A (CAL)
100

RCS [dBsm]

data and models for bistatic clutter are limited [3], [4], [6]
and [7]. Values for horizontal and vertical polarization
showed no significant differences. Mostly, both monostatic
and bistatic data exhibited nearly log-normal amplitude
distributions.

3. Signal Processing
The signal processing in Coherent Multistatic
Systems could be described using a block diagram in the
Fig. 4. In the input part the received signal in each antenna
element is downconverted, separated according to the
transmitter’s bands and converted to digital. Then adaptive
beamforming systems at each transmitter band (such as
described in [21], which use the genetic algorithm) create
minimally two beams for each transmitter (see Fig. 5): the
first one with a deep null in the direction of transmitter to
suppress the direct path signal (the target channel) and the
second one with its maximum in the transmitter direction
(the reference channel). In the earlier implementations,
only two directional antennas were frequently used - one of
them headed to the transmitter and the other to the observed object.

TU 134 (MEAS)
Mi-2 (MEAS)
Eq. (2)
BW [deg]

10

80
60
5
40
20
0
100

1000

f [MHz]

0
10000

Fig. 3. Calculated forward scatter RCS σF and θ0 for A = 20 m2
and d = 20 m. RCS σF calculation (F-117A [8]) and
measurements (Mi-2 helicopter [8], TU 134 and Orion
[5]).

2.4 Bistatic Clutter
Bistatic clutter could be more variable than the monostatic clutter, as more variables associated with the geometry exist. The clutter RCS σc is the product of the bistatic
backscatter coefficient σb and the clutter resolution cell
area Ac. Both parameters depend on geometry (with the
maximum value of σb at specular angles). Experimental

Fig. 4. A basic block diagram of the signal processing in CMS.

The amount of the direct signal suppression in the target
channel at the output of this stage is roughly equal to the
direct signal power overlap over the joint power of clutter,
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noise and the useful signal. It is of about 50 dB in our
demonstration example.
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The circuit correlates the signal from the target channel, shifted in frequency by selected frequency shifts fdi
with a copy of the transmitted signal and acts like a bank of
matched filters. As a result an estimate of the cross-ambiguity function between both channels is acquired:

CAF (τ , f ) =

+∞

∫ s (t )s (t + τ )exp( jωt )dt
T

∗
R

(6)

−∞

where sT(t), sR(t) are the target and reference channel signals, ω=2πf is a particular frequency shift.
In practice the correlation is better to carry on in the
frequency domain. We may assume that the signal in the
target channel consists of a desired signal, scattered by a
moving object, of the residual direct signal, of clutter and
of noise:

sT (t ) = a0 .s1 (t − tD ). exp(− jωd t ) +

+ ∑ ai .s1 (t − tDi ) + n(t )

(7)

i

Then:
+∞

CAF (τ , f ) = a 0 ∫ s A (t − t D )s ∗A (t + τ ) exp[ j (ω − ω d )t ]dt +
Fig. 5. Antenna subsystem - the direct and scattered signals
separation.

In the further processing stage the direct signal filtration
and subtraction of the rest of the direct signal from the
target channel take place (Fig. 6). First the direct signal in
the reference channel should be cleaned out of the accompanying highly correlated clutter, formed by reflections
from stationary objects. This is a standard procedure,
called equalization. In communication systems, a number
of blind equalization methods is used [10]. But in our case
(compared to the equalization in communication) also a
correct time shift of the direct signal should be evaluated.
The next step is the subtraction of the direct signal from the
target channel. The best amplitude, phase and time-shifts
should be found to minimize the content of the direct signal
in the target channel. Efficient algorithms of the procedure
have been published, suited particularly for this case [11],
[4], [13]. The estimated suppression of the direct signal in
this stage is about 40 – 50 dB. In the next stage correlation
of the signal in the Target Channel with a direct signal
from the Reference Channel is performed.

Fig. 6. An adaptive filtration stage.

−∞

+ ∑ ai
i

+

+∞

+∞

∫ s A (t − t Di )s A (t + τ ) exp[ jωt ]dt +
∗

−∞

∫ n(t )s A (t + τ ) exp[ jωt ]dt =
∗

(8)

−∞

= a 0 AF (τ − t D , f − f D ) + ∑ a i AF (τ − t Di , f ) +
+ CAFN (τ , f )

i

where sA(t), n(t) are the transmitted signal and noise, a0, a1
are the complex amplitude of a moving object scattered
signal and of the remaining direct signal, ai, i>1 are the
complex amplitudes of signals, scattered by stationary
objects, tD, tDi, i>1 are the time delays of scattered signals,
comprising bistatic time delays and processing times, AF is
the ambiguity function of the transmitted signal, CAFN is
the noise/transmitted signal cross-ambiguity function.
We may see, that the right hand side of (8) consists of
a sum of scaled and time and frequency shifted ambiguity
functions AF(τ,f) of the transmitted signal and of
a noise/transmitted signal cross-ambiguity function
CAFN(τ,f). The first term corresponds to the moving object
with the Doppler frequency shift fD, the following sum
represents the direct signal and signals scattered by stationary objects. Further we will concern only with the absolute
value of the CAFs and AFs. The noise term (its absolute
value) has no significant maxima and its mean level could
be effectively minimized using sufficiently long integration
period Ti. The absolute value of the ambiguity function of
the transmitted signal has dominant maxima and a complicated structure of side lobes.
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The main task is to find maxima of the absolute value
of the cross-ambiguity function |CAF(τ, f)| for nonzero
frequency shifts. Positions of these maxima in the (τ, f)
plane are delays {τn} and Doppler frequency shifts {fdn},
corresponding to the wanted bistatic ranges {RBn} and
velocities {vBn} of moving objects. Unfortunately the ambiguity functions of transmitters of opportunity have
various imperfections (from the point of view of radar
function), which highly complicate the further processing.
Examples of ambiguity functions of various transmitters were studied widely [18]. The width of the main
peak determines the ultimate bistatic range and velocity
resolution. The level of sidelobes limits the maximum
suppression of the direct signal residue and clutter and
hence system dynamics, which affects the system maximum range. Many studies and analysis of all possible
transmitters of opportunity as well as practical experiments
with many of them [13] - [17] have been undertaken. The
main characteristics of these transmitters are summarized
in Tab. 2.
Transmitter

Peak sidelobe level
Typ.
Range
Level
ERP
resolution
2
Range Doppler
[dBm/m ]
[kW]
[km]
[dB]
[dB]

FM analogue
radio

50

1.8 – 16.5∗ -12.0 -27.0∗ -26 –46.5

Analogue TV

100

9.6∗∗ – 15.6

-0.2

-9.1

DAB

10

1.5

-11.7

-38.0

DTV

10

0.044

-18.5

-34.6

-9.3

-46.7

1
2

GPS

-135

0.030

GSM 900 MHz

- 80∗∗∗

1.8

Tab. 2. Transmitters of Opportunity Signal Characteristics (After
[17][18][19]) :
∗
depending on program broadcasted,
∗∗
using only the chrominance subcarrier,
∗∗∗
at the range 10 km off the base station,
1
computed from parameters published in [17],
2
computed from parameters published in [20].

It was approved by several authors that the actual
bandwidth of the FM radio signal fluctuates according to
the contents of the program broadcasted. The fluctuations
are very pronounced namely in the case of an analogue FM
transmitter broadcasting speech. Better results are obtained
with Digital Audio Broadcast, which has a stable full width
bandwidth due to channel coding and interleaving of the
digital signal. On the other hand, another problem arises
with DAB due to a considerable lower ERP used, compared to analogue transmitters. Analogue TV transmitters
feature a significant ERP and good area coverage, but its
ambiguity function has very poor characteristics from the
radar’s point of view. Its effective bandwidth is only about
20 kHz, leading to range resolution of 15 km. Due to
a very strong correlation between individual lines (of the
TV image), very high sidelobe levels are achieved both in
range and in frequency. Nevertheless, the successful application of analogue TV broadcaster in the PCL system has
been reported ([14]). The digital TV broadcasting attains

better performance. The signal spans all the 6.7 MHz (even
8 MHz in Europe) due to image compression (all redundancies are substantially suppressed). The image signal is
practically non-correlated (noise-like), but there are still
some deterministic components in the signal, generating
high ambiguities (very high sidelobe levels). Fortunately
the structure of those components is well known and stability of timing is pretty high so the ambiguities could be
extracted using proper time keying of the processing procedures ([17]). Another problem arises from the fact that
the near range sidelobes of the ambiguity function are
unfavorably high but they rapidly decrease with the increasing distance.
Relatively little has been reported on the application
of GPS or other navigation satellite signals. With such
a system, a very good range resolution is anticipated but
great problems could arise from the fact that all satellites
use the same frequency and that the satellites move with
velocities of about 3000 m/s.
A GSM base station signal is relatively weak comparing to the radio and TV transmitters so only a short
range could be achieved. The GSM signal also contains
deterministic and pseudo periodical components, creating
high sidelobes. Unfortunately too little authors devoted
their effort to practical implementations of the system,
based on GSM transmitters.
After the matched filtration the signal detector using
CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate) algorithms are applied.
Some authors indicate application of CA CFAR with reasonable results. This kind of CFAR could be well adequate
only for smooth and well distributed clutter. In our case the
statistics of the remaining scattered signals (suppression of
about 50 dB) and of the direct signal (suppression about
120 dB) is highly irregular, so a further study and implementations in this area are needed.
In the systems with a bistatic angle measurement capability, each transmitter/receiver pair may find targets
positions independently on the other T/R pairs. A sophisticated application of Kalman tracking even in the case of
a very poor range and angle resolution leads to satisfactory
results as was demonstrated in [14]. Association of tracks
of individual T/R pairs is then a standard tracking problem.
On the other hand the signal association is a very difficult task in a system, where the target position is not
estimated at the bistatic radar level. Then the problem of
many false target positions (ghost targets) arises. In the last
years, the Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) based
particle filter has been successfully used to solve this difficult problem (see [20] for instance).

4. Conclusion
In this paper, the systems based on the concept of
bistatic radars and using non-cooperative transmitters are
described. These systems need only a simple RF hardware
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but a large amount of signal processing. Number of authors
has demonstrated creative solutions of particular problems,
but there are still many objectives to solve to build an independent system for practical use. The challenging
problems are: angle measurement, target detection and
association, application of GNSS and DTV signals. The
attention should also be paid to systems using an intended
transmitter. It could be used for safeguarding systems in
a limited area of several km, where the transmitters of opportunity do not afford sufficient level of integrity and
safety.
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